Thank you for joining with
us in prayer - none of this is
possible without your prayers
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Week One
1-8 November
Ukraine - Resilient Families
Programme being rolled out
in Kharkiv region and for more
churches to sign-up
Ukraine - Recruitment of two
new Innovista trainers into the
team
Moldova - Strength and
resilience for the team who
are exhausted
Central Asia - Leading for Life
in remote region next month,
for the logistics and the right
people to be able to attend
GB - The current Essentials
cohort of youth workers, for
wisdom and resilience in their
work and excellent volunteers
to join their teams.

Week Two
9-16 November
Ukraine - Retreat weekends
for Kharkiv leaders and
volunteers, and plans to
replicate this with teams in
different cities
Ukraine - Protection for
the country and an end
to the war
Moldova - The challenges
of serving Ukrainian
and Russian refugees
alongside one another as
refugees continue to arrive
Central Asia - Baha
travelling to neighbouring
country next month to
deliver church leadership
training
Ireland - Find Your Place helping young adults find
their place in the mission
of God - with St Catherine’s
Church in Dublin on 16
November
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Week Three
17-23 November
Ukraine - Resilience and
strength for leaders to
continue serving

Week Four
24-31 November
Ukraine - Wisdom for
leaders as focus shifts from
humanitarian aid to rebuilding
and restoring communities

Moldova - Cooperation
with partner organisations
to reaching more local
churches in Moldova

Moldova - Tempo groups
restarting this Autumn/Winter
in both Moldova and Russian

Moldova - Development of a
Refugee Initiative Group into
an alliance of ministries to
sustainably serve refugees

Central Asia - The range of
Tempo Leadership courses
taking place in remote
regions to isolated leaders

Central Asia - The health and
complex family needs of the
team, balancing family care
with their ministry and work
Ireland - Helping church
leaders explore how to
navigate this season of
uncertainty at Church
Leaders lunch on 23
November

GB - Community mapping –
identifying community needs in disadvantaged areas of
London, Truro, and Brighton,
to understand opportunities
for mission
All - The practical needs
of the teams to heat their
homes and provide for their
families as global prices
continue to soar

Sam,
Ireland

Maricela,
Moldova

‘Madina’,
Central Asia

Baha,
Central Asia

Mary, UK

Anatoliy,
Ukraine

Innovista exists to enable ordinary
men and women to change the
communities they live in – however
tough the task, however unlikely
their leadership may seem.

We would love you to join us at our
monthly prayer Zoom gatherings,
please email prayer@innovista.org
for dates and details.
Leading with courage, integrity
and skill.

Jason, UK

Erica, GB

Follow us on Facebook for the
latest news and updates from
Innovista teams

Slavic,
Moldova
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